To: Mr. ……………………

Muzzano, 6th of April 2016

Owner of this exclusive and extremely rare Set of Tom Stewart RTJ model of 1927
The set came from the USA and it has been fully restored from myself in my workshop with great care.

Stewart Thomas (St. Andrews) Stewart is probably the most famous hickory cleekmaker in the world. He produced millions of
club heads (he only made club heads and not complete clubs) between 1893 and 1932; and his eye for perfection was legendary.
Many of the worlds best players used Stewart irons (Old Tom Morris, Bobby Jones, Francies Quimet and many others).Jones
could choose out of 200 different Stewart irons when he won the grand slam in 1930.The RTJ model sets were produced without
Jones’ permission. Stewart made them in recognition of Jones following his win at the 1926 Open at Royal Lytham., a series that
where copies of Jones 1927 Stewart set. In the late 1920’s, these irons would have represented the ultimate in quality for any
player. Stewarts clubs have usually his famous pipe cleekmark (see photo) stamped on the back of the club .His clubs are today,
very popular with collectors.

The original Hickory shaft produced in the USA are still in place.

The shafts have received 30 layers of natural shellac using the old French Polish technic.

The club heads were in pristine conditions and presented very little use.

Repairing old clubs is an art gone missing. Bringing back to playing condition such a
great set was a pleasure and see them out on the golf course it is a dream come true.

Playing the old game of golf with historical Hickory Clubs is a privilege and I do wish you
great fun with them and a lot of good moments with your hickory friends.

Paolo Quirici
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